
 

Questions that were asked afterwards: 

 

1) Many Christians have seen a different interpretation of scripture when it 

comes to homosexuality.  If it is so divisive, why don’t we just say each 

should decide what they believe rather than feel we have to have a ‘line‘ 

on it? 

 

2) It seems like there is a bodily need e.g. wet dreams, why does the body 

do this if it isn’t what God wants? 

 

3) Sexual appetite – porn, Culinary appetite – McDonalds, Good Sex Guide, 

Good Food Guide.  What is a healthy sexual appetite? 

 

4) Sons of songs verses? – Do not awaken love before its right time.  How 

beautiful you are. Must I now put my robe back on?  The love song that 

toward the end became sour.  Love was awakened before it’s time.  Sex 

too soon? 

 

5) How do you raise children in this society without isolating them? 

 

6) How to help marriages where the woman has had FGM and sex is a 

trauma? 

 

7) Quite frankly, the way that isn’t God’s way seems like a much better yes.  

How do I get a different focus? 

 

  



 

Feedback 

 

“I came away with a sense of hope for my children, that I want them to know 

the perfect love story of God’s relationship to us” 

 

“I expected it to be a lot more interactive, however depending on who was with 

you it might not have been appropriate, hearing God’s view was more 

important.” 

 

“I had a lightbulb moment hearing that Jesus was whole and complete without 

having a sexual relationship – very different from how society deems it to be – it 

was a huge moment of revelation for me” 

 

“I took away a hopeful message that there is hope in the darkness of this topic. 

It covered a lot. I wish there had been more time for depth and group 

discussion.” 

 

“I came with my teenage son and was pleased to hear that he benefitted from 

what was said on what was a difficult subject” 

 

 

“As a married person I was challenged by if I could live like Jesus, completely 

fulfilled as a single person - ” 

 

“having been a Doulos mentor I have come across people who have not been 

raised in the church and so have not had the ‘Sex Talk’ is this something we 

should add to the Foundation Course?” 

 

 

 


